Minor sports would go first, Hartzog says

By Alan Scalley
Staff Writer

Low Hartzog, acting men's and women's track director, said Wednesday that in his opinion, the men's track and field athletic fee is cut back to $20, more than likely five events would be eliminated before football.

Hartzog was speaking during part of a discussion held during the Graduate Student Council meeting last week that revealed the raising of the rate of initiation during last semester, the competitive program is eroding, he said.

"If we lose the $15, we're dead," Hartzog said.

Hartzog also said that if student support was overwhelmingly in favor of the $20 fee, he would feel very nervous about Somit opting for the $30 fee.

Some of the other people attending the GSC meeting on behalf of the GSC athletics, Charlotte West, women's minor sports, said the vote will be taken at the upcoming GSC meeting.

"To be frank, the very life of athletics rests on whether we retain the $20 fee," Hartzog said.

Status vote delayed for Inter-group.

By Andrew Strang
Staff Writer

The Senate and Student Organizations voted to delay a decision on the status of the Inter-group's Canadian branch in their meeting Wednesday. By a 17-5 vote, the Senate voted to delay the decision indefinitely, and the Student Organizations voted to delay a decision until the Senate vote is taken.

The Senate voted to delay the vote on the Canadian branch's status because of the complexity of the issue. The Student Organizations voted to delay the vote because they want to see more evidence of the branch's activities before making a decision.

Status of Inter-group's Canadian branch was not discussed in the meeting.

Reagan blasts Israel's anti-AWACS lobbying

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said Thursday the United States "will not permit" Saudi Arabia to fall victim to "the bumbling, evil and unscrupulous tactics of the Mideast" in its efforts to acquire AWACS radar systems and equipment.

The president defended his plan to sell $1.5 billion worth of planes, missiles and other equipment to the Mideast country as vital to protecting U.S. oil fields that play a major role in fueling the economies of the western world.

Without mentioning Israel by name, Reagan said "Arab-American interests must remain our internal priority." He also said that President Jimmy Carter would not be "the business of other nations to have a foothold in American foreign policy.

Reagan's remarks were at a nationally broadcast news conference, his first formal meeting with reporters in more than three months. "Welcome to my first annual news conference," he joked.

Reagan also said the cuts being made to provide a reserve fund to meet emergencies on campus, such as storm damages. The need for an additional $50,000 in cuts was revealed about two weeks ago. About $1 million in cuts had been forecast last year, but the additional cuts, amounting to the $50,000, were not predicted until Gov. James Thompson signed SIU-C's appropriation bill in July.

In other action, the Graduate Council approved responses to SIU-TASK force reports on the reward system and academic program priorities.

VPs to submit budget reports

By Alan Scalley
Staff Writer

SIU-C's vice presidents will submit preliminary reports next week on which items will be cut as their shares of the $450,000 in budget cuts the University will make this year.

John Baker, special assistant to the president for planning and budgeting, announced this to the Graduate Council in his presentation on the budget cuts. Baker said he has already written preliminary reports on cuts for the office of the president and the office of the provost. Those offices, along with the vice presidential offices, were approved by SIU-C President Albert Somit to make cuts to the $450,000.

Somit, who also participated in the budget presentation, said the cuts would not mean any current University employees to lose their jobs. He said the cuts are being made to provide a reserve fund to meet emergencies on campus, such as storm damages.

The need for an additional $50,000 in cuts was revealed about two weeks ago. About $1 million in cuts had been forecast last year, but the additional cuts, amounting to the $50,000, were not predicted until Gov. James Thompson signed SIU-C's appropriations bill in July.

In other action, the Graduate Council approved responses to SIU-TASK force reports on the reward system and academic program priorities.

The response expressed a central area of disagreement among graduate faculty over the requirement that tenure, promotion and salary raises only be given to faculty who contribute to teaching, research and service.

As opposing proposed to the reward requirement is that instead of having to contribute in all the areas of teaching, research and service, outstanding performance in two of the areas could make up for a deficiency in the other one.

A related aspect of the response deals with the publication of faculty research. While a majority of graduate faculty feel publication of research should be a requirement for getting tenure, promotion or a raise, others do not think publication should be.
Democrats call district map ‘fair,’ but Republicans complain

SPRINGFIELD (AP)— Democrats unveiled former Gov. Samuel Shapiro’s long-awaited Illinois General Assembly district map Thursday—which they called “ex tremely fair” despite the apparent threat of political extinction created for some prominent Republicans.

“It is drawn for maximum partisan advantage beyond mere coincidence,” said Sen. Mark G. Rhoads, R-Western Springs. “So in that sense, I think ‘equivocal’ probably appropriate (as a description).”

“I don’t think he (Shapiro) made a good-faith effort,” Rhoads commented.

Rhoads—who would appear to be thrown into the same district with GOP Senate leader James “Pate” Philip, R-Elmhurst, under the Shapiro map—said it would have a “bad effect” on Republican Senate strength.

But Sen. James H. Donnewald, D-Breese, chairman of the Legislative Redistricting Commission, claimed the map maintained a balance of power for the House and Senate, with a few swing districts in both chambers.

Donnewald labeled the proposal by Shapiro, the ninth tie-breaking member of the redistricting panel, “extremely fair” and said the commission would meet at 5 p.m. Friday to vote on it—as well as a Republican plan.

Since Democrats hold a 5-4 edge on the commission and appeared to support the Shapiro map, it was “expected it would be approved and filed with the secretary of state by the Monday deadline.”

Rhoads said if the map were approved by the commission, Republicans would challenge it in court.

Asked about the fairness of the map, Donnewald said Republicans had an opportunity to negotiate with Democrats before Shapiro, a Democrat, was chosen as the tie-breaking commissioner.

A secondary purpose of the visits was to promote SIU-C’s renewed effort for community service, Hindersman said.

“We want to demonstrate that the University cares enough about the people of Southern Illinois and their problems to go to them to find out what they need,” he said.

Visits were not new, he added, but another group said a PLO Central Committee member was killed.

Legislators greeted by budget cuts

SPRINGFIELD (AP)—Illinois lawmakers returned Thursday after a three-monthsummer break and were greeted by a letter from Gov. James R. Thompson urging them to sustain his nearly half-billion-dollar in budget cuts.

Thompson said there was “simply no room for any override” of the $435 million cut from the $17.2 billion budget approved by lawmakers in the spring session.

He warned that even with his slashes, Illinois will end the fiscal year June 30 with cash reserves of $179 million.
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CARRIES

This Weekend

Dark Starr

LIVE MUSIC TILL 4 A.M.
Old Rt. 13 near Murphysboro

COVONE’S
ITALIAN STYLE PIZZA
312 South Illinois in Carbondale
546-0716

Sunday Night Football Special
FREE DELIVERY!
(In town only)
• Thin Style Pizza
• Deep Pan Pizza
• Covone’s Stuffed Pizza

HOMEMADE SANDWICHES AND NEW GREAT TASTING HAMBURGERS
• BBQ Beef
• Submarines
• Corn Beef
• Hotdogs
• Meatball
• Italian Beef
• Combination

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs: 4pm-2am
Fri-Sat: 4pm-2:30am
Sun: 4pm-12:00 midnight

SEASON PREMIERE
Friday, Oct. 2
WSIU TV8
CARBONDALE

News Roundup

Congress hears AWACS testimony

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Reagan administration, fighting to salvage an impor- tant sale of AWACS radar planes to Saudi Arabia, told Congress Thursday a “fundamental understanding” insures that American airmen would be aboard the planes by the 1990s.

But Sen. John Glenn, a crucial Senate opponent to the proposed sale, said Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig’s assurances during a private meeting with the foreign relations Committee were not new and did not sway him.

Explosion rips PLO nerve center

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—A car-bomb explosion ripped through the nerve center of the Palestine Liberation Organization Thursday, killing at least 40 dead and 347 wounded, police said. The PLO said no ranking official was hurt, but another group said a PLO Central Committee member was killed.

Legislators greeted by budget cuts

SPRINGFIELD (AP)—Illinois lawmakers returned Thursday after a three-monthsummer break and were greeted by a letter from Gov. James R. Thompson urging them to sustain his nearly half-billion-dollar in budget cuts.

Thompson said there was “simply no room for any override” of the $435 million cut from the $17.2 billion budget approved by lawmakers in the spring session.

He warned that even with his slashes, Illinois will end the fiscal year June 30 with cash reserves of $179 million.
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Minority commission set up to break barriers, aid students

By Andrew Strang
Staff Writer

A special commission composed of handicapped, international, and black students, and white students has been set up by the Undergraduate Student Organization in an attempt to increase the input of minority students to student government and to break barriers that exist between minority and non-minority students.

The major objective of the Minority Affairs Commission during its first year will be "to increase the participation of the MAC constituents, not just in student government, but in student life," according to Karriem Shari'ati, the MAC commissioner.

"The USO has had problems with participation in the past from black and international students," Shari'ati said. "They haven't been participating. Very little has been given to the USO.

Shari'ati said minority students tend to be fragmented from the mainstream of the student body. The MAC is now looking into programs, such as a dormitory area, where American students voluntarily share programs and students, that will bring different students together.

"We want to put more effort to bring these particular groups into student life," she said.

The MAC also is trying to set up programs to deal with isolation, which many minority students feel is a problem. Shari'ati said. Most minority students who perform well academically leave the University because of a lack of knowledge of services and activities available in Carbondale.

"Isolation is really a big problem within student life," Shari'ati said.

To combat this isolation, the MAC is now attempting to set up programs in the Carbondale high schools that will inform college-preparatory students about the non-academic programs, such as the Student Wellness Resource Center and student organizations, that are available at SIU-C, he said.

Shari'ati hopes that because of these programs more minority students will graduate from SIU-C.

"Students will come into the University system better informed on student life," he said. "In the future, the MAC will look into the possibility of making a directory for handicapped students that would be comprehensive."

See MINORITY PAGE 8

Rogers to 'meet the issues'

Undergraduate Student Organization President Todd Rogers will answer questions about the Oct. 14 athletics fee advisory referendum in a program called "Meet the Issues" that is tentatively scheduled to be taped on Thursday evening, Rogers said he was unsure whether the program would be videotaped at 7 p.m. Friday.

As of Thursday evening, Rogers said he was unsure whether the program would be videotaped. He said he was trying to contact Debbie Heide, Graduate Student Council president, and Bruce Swinburne, vice president for this issue, which is "crass.

If the taping goes as planned, representations from WSUI-TV, WSIU- FM, WIDR Radio and the Daily Egyptian will interview Rogers at the WSUI-TV studios in Communications Building.

The program will be produced by the Student Government Academic Production Co., and the Student Government Council will broadcast the program through its first-floor video monitor at the Student Center "probably" next Thursday and Friday and Oct. 12 and 13, according to Mike Browning, moderator for the program.

He said he "seriously questions the motivation" of Senate members who want to revoke the KSO status of the groups. Shari'ati felt the resolution would not have been proposed if the organizations had not been composed of Iranian students.

Some senators said they thought the Iranian groups deserved more punishment than the resolution that passed the Senate.

Brantley, an east side senator, told the senate, "You don't lead the people, you represent." Glen Stolar, undergraduate representative on the Intercollegiate Athletics Commission, said Student Senate support of the $20 fee would result in students feeling that the senate was "aligned with the administration." He also said the image of the senate would be damaged if it took a vote different than what the students vote in the referendum.

Joe Dietzler, a senator representing the general studies program, said no stance should be taken by the senate because the University would probably not listen to different input.

"I would just assume it not even go off," Dietzler said. "I think the administration is just using KSO and our money.

The resolution was tabled until the Oct. 21 Student Senate meeting.

Senate to back fee vote whatever the results are

By Andrew Strang
Staff Writer

The Student Senate has decided to support the outcome of the Oct. 14 athletics fee referendum rather than taking a stance on keeping the athletics fee at $80 or lowering it to $20.

The senate voted at its Wednesday night meeting to table until after the referendum a resolution in support of retaining the athletics fee at its current $80 level.

"Let the students make the decision and then support them afterwards," Thompson Point Senator Mike Browning told the council.

The senate voted to table the motion after Undergraduate Student Organization President Todd Rogers presented a brief history of the fee and tried to persuade the senators to take a stance on the issue.

Before voting in favor of tabling the resolution, Lamont USO from Page 1
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Reagan's crime package is decidedly mixed blessing

No one denies any longer that violent crime is plaguing our society, that our justice system is overburdened and that our police forces are struggling to handle the increasing number of offenses.

That was on his mind and with the report of the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime under his arm, President Reagan appeared before a meeting of the National Association of Cities (NACCHO) in Chicago Monday (Oct. 2) and redrew a criminal justice system that "just plain isn't working."

It was an occasion that bore decidedly mixed fruit.

Some of the task force recommendations that Reagan endorsed were not so welcome. The following are a few examples:

- The report recommended that judges be given wider discretion to sequester juries, which would allow judges greater discretion in the choice of which defendants can be released from jail and which, for the sake of public safety, cannot.
- The report calls for the use of "good behavior" licenses, which is the same as allowing some of the most dangerous felons to go on a long way toward convincing the public that the criminal justice system is looking out for the victims of crime as well as protecting the rights of the accused.

Some of the other task force recommendations were considerably more questionable.

The task force''s strong support of the "exclusionary rule," by which a case can be thrown out of court if improper police procedures can be proved, is wrongheaded and retrogressive.

The report also calls for the use of "good behavior" licenses, which is the same as allowing some of the most dangerous felons to go on a long way toward convincing the public that the criminal justice system is looking out for the victims of crime as well as protecting the rights of the accused.

The most disturbing aspect of the Reagan speech, however, was his endorsement of such questionable proposals as those mentioned above, which give one pause to wonder if the Reagan revolution on the world—a simplistic view of society that ignores the complexity of the problem.

According to the report, the problem of crime is a "problem of the heart"—people are either good or they are evil and never the twain shall meet. Reagan based his appeals to the social theories of the 1920s and 1930s who discussed crime in the context of disadvantaged childhoods and promised solutions.

What can be said in response to such opinions? Yes, it is possible to get wrapped up in psychoanalyzing criminality. But the real potential for preventing violence lies in a society that is geared toward stopping it before it happens, not in a society that is geared toward stopping it after the fact.

Maybe it was just the movie actor talking. He put his hat on his head and his hands on his hips and his back to the black hats with the threat to reclaim this "clearing we call civilization." That's B-grade movie stuff and D-grade thinking.

Letters

Thanks for the excerpt, guys

The recent death of Susan Thompson, 47, a free spirit who brought the safety of women on the campus into its own realm, serves as a reminder to all that walking alone is not smart. Although there are many services for women's safety, some feel they don't provide enough and to thank the sponsors of another safety service.

Brown Hall in the Thompson Point residence area has begun offering an escorting service for the women of Thompson Point. A woman who has a meeting or has classes late can call the residence hall and an escort will come to get her, take her to her classes and then escort her back home. They are very busy, Brown Hall would like to thank the residents of Brown Hall for performing this important service. It is comforting to know you are not alone and have done something about it.

We encourage all women of Brown to take advantage of this service, and we hope to see it spread throughout the campus. Once again, thank you.—Mary Chibycki, Brown Hall resident council representative.

Task force report an attempt to cut through judicial blubber

THE STATISTICS on crime are no longer intended to control the mind of the average American, but to impose a system of justice on the United States. The statistics are meant to be a tool in the hands of the lawmakers and to provide a basis for legislation.

What can be done about it? Last month the Attorney General's Task Force on Violent Crime brought in a report containing 64 specific recommendations. The report will have to make sense. Except for one grant-in-aid program that could have a major effect on the states in building more prisons in the inner cities, the report asks for legislation to support the task force recommendations. It asks for legal reform.

LET ME DEAL with two recommendations only. One has to do with handguns, the other with bail. In order to act in these areas, Congress must act. The gun lobby in the one case, and the courts in the other, will try to stop all attempts to control the use of a firearm in the one case, and the use of plea bargaining, charge reduction, or other methods in the other.

THE TASK force also calls for an amendment of the Gun Control Act of 1968 that would require a waiting period before completion of a firearms. The period would permit a tighter check on purchasers, but would give the courts the option of keeping weapons out of the hands of criminals and lunatics.

Under present law, the importation of certain concealable handguns is prohibited—but the act is flawed by an inelaborable omission: The act does not prohibit the importation of the unassemblyd parts of such guns. The task force would close the loophole.

These and other recommendations on firearms are moderate, realistic and reasonable. They would impose no burden whatever upon responsible, law-abiding citizens. That the most paranoid members of the gun lobby could oppose them—and surely Congress can find the backbone to overcome their objections.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS to bail and sound. Under present law, judges are required to hold a suspect on bail unless there is convincing evidence to indicate that the suspect will fail to show up for trial. Nothing else matters. The task force remarks that people have never been able to understand why the law permits the release of manifestly dangerous criminals not only before trial but even after conviction while awaiting sentence. The present Bail Reform Act should be amended to redeem judicial discretion.

"It is obvious," says the report, "that there are defendants as to whom no conditions of release will reasonably assure the safety of particular persons e. g. communities. With respect to such defendants, the courts or the community can and should require all the authority to deny bail."

When the proposal was advanced last year, spokesmen for the American Civil Liberties Union were out in tears of anguish. How could the "dangerousness" of a defendant be assessed? The common-sense answer is to let judges use their common sense. And, indeed, this is the short-term, immediate answer to all of the problems of violent crime. Let us cut through the blubber and put the puck behind bars.
Migrant workers: Cutting from the 'poorest'

Focus

Reductions hurt farm workers

By Liz Griffin
Staff Writer

They come up Interstate 77 into Southern Illinois. They are from towns like Weslaco, McAllen and Alamo in the long narrow "El Valle" of Texas. Some are from Mexico. They are migrant farm workers. They boarded up their homes and packed all their goods into trucks and cars — some on the verge of breakdown — to make the yearly drive north.

They pick the nation's harvest, hoping to earn enough money to survive the year. But survival for many of them is now in doubt, some officials say, because of the Reagan administration's budget cuts.

Illinois Migrant Council directors and government officials say crucial services that provide food, gas and lodging for the migrant worker have already been cut back for fiscal 1982. And they fear the effects of further cuts.

The council's direction is turning away from emergency services and is focusing on manpower training in 1983. Some support services — food, gas, and lodging — will be available on a limited basis, but most funding will go to training programs for the migrants to help them, if possible, break out of the cycle of poverty.

A council spokesman says the staff may be cut and work loads doubled with further funding cuts. "There is a possibility that we will have to reduce our program to a greater extent," says Eloy Salazar, assistant director of operations at the Illinois Migrant Council, Chicago. He says the council's overall budget was increased in 1981, but inflation reclaimed the increase.

Council officials hope to organize small businesses and raise funds from foundations, corporations and individuals to make up for the money expected to be lost.

The council is the main social services agency helping the transient migrant population. Council officials think that already-strapped local welfare agencies won't want to dig into their coffers to help non-locals with emergency funds.

One local council official foresees hungry migrant workers picking up from county to county, looking for assistance from local churches and public agencies and pawnning their goods along the way.

About 32,000 migrants pick Illinois' harvest from April to November. In one peak year 35,000 Illinois, Minnesota and northern Illinois. Most of those stopping at the center for emergency food, lodging, gas, or car repairs traveled in family groups of five and survive on less than $1,500 annually, according to the council. About 94 percent are Hispanics and one-fourth speak little or no English. Half have dropped out of school.

Last year the council's Delta Region offices served 500 people in Alexander, Pulaski, Union, and Jackson counties. It makes available emergency services in addition to providing training in English and job skills for those who "follow the harvest" but want to break out of the cycle, according to regional director Fred Bernstein.

He estimates 18,025 migrants used its rest center in Cairo.

Cairo is at a crossroads where the workers fan out to Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Illinois. Of the approximately 200 people served in the council's Delta Region in 1981, Bernstein estimates 35 left their migrant lifestyle, with the council's training. Following the harvest tends to grow in importance and the value of school tends to diminish for too many young migrants, according to Bernstein. See MIGRANT PAGE 2.
Focus

Picker's life revolves around workdays, camp

By Lisa Griffin
Staff Writer

For Patsy Johnson, picking is a way to get by. "You don't save no money doing it," she says. Johnson is not her real name. She prefers that it not be used. Her life follows the cycle of seasons. She goes where the fruits and vegetables are and picks them. She goes from orange and grapefruit groves in Florida to fields of soybeans, rice and cotton in Arkansas. In Southern Illinois, there are peaches and apples to be picked and graded. Life revolves around the 7- a.m. to 4:30 p.m. workday, reaching, picking and packing. The pay: about $10 for 20 bushels of apples.

Patsy began her life as a migrant farm worker when she married Charles Johnson in Newark, Ark., about 14 years ago. For the past 11 years, Patsy has returned to a barracks apartment at the Union-Jackson Labor Camp in Cobden.

Each apartment is three small rooms built of cedar block. An orange tablecloth is unfolded across the picnic table in the kitchen. There is a sink and a four-burner hot plate. Donald Duck is on a cloth curtain.

Patsy and her husband have seven, and eighth-grade educations, respectively. They are farm workers without a farm. "I never did anything else," she says. "I just move from one place to another, and that is the experience I have."

Along the route they did have

five children, though. "My daughter there was born in Cairns," she says, pointing across the room. "And my biggest one was born up in Murphysboro, by going up here picking apples when Bud was born.

She laughs, saying, "The only rest I got was when I was in the hospital having kids." Patsy wants to see her children graduate from college and get jobs. "I'd like to see them finish school, for one thing." Her sister-in-law enters the kitchen. Linda Johnson, also a migrant farm worker, is from Trumann, Ark. She worries about her four children. "It's hardest on those in school because they just get settled in one place and get jerked on and taken place other," Linda says. "Me, I think it will hurt them to be taking them from this school to another. But Joe, my husband, doesn't.

"We settled down for two years, then he wanted to go again."

Patsy says she never thought of doing anything else but picking, but both women say they would like to settle down some day. "It's rough," says Patsy. "If it's rough," says Patsy. "But I never did anything else," she continues, "because I thought it was going to be positive. They also had suggestions for ways the University could aid their communities, he said.

Some of the requests for grant requests, Hinderman said.

Hinderman said he thinks the grants will help spur the growth of the service program.

"I think the mayors recognize that the President is sincere when he talks about service," he said. "I think they need help they aren't going to hesitate to call."
AP poll shows grocery costs up 'a fraction' in September

By Louise Cook
Associated Press Writer

Higher prices for coffee and eggs helped push grocery bills a fraction of a percent higher during September, but an Associated Press marketbasket survey showed the increases were almost offset by scattered savings on other items.

There were sales on frankfurters in several areas, along with lower prices for peanut butter and sugar.

The AP drew a random list of 14 commonly purchased food and non-food products and checked prices at six supermarkets in each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973. Prices have been checked on or about the start of each succeeding month.

Among the highlights of the latest survey:

- The marketbasket bill went up last month at the checklist store in nine cities, rising an average of 1.8 percent. The bill decreased in four cities, down an average of 3.7 percent.

- Overall, the marketbasket bill at the checklist store was one-tenth of 1 percent higher at the start of October than it was a month earlier.

- The September rise compared with a six-tenths of a percent drop in August.

- Marketbasket bills have declined in five months so far this year and have increased in fear.

- Comparing prices today with those at the start of the year, the AP found that the average marketbasket bill at the checklist stores dropped 0.3 percent in the first three quarters of the year. During the same period of 1980, the bill rose 10.4 percent.

- Marketbasket billings have declined in five months so far this year and have increased in fear.

- Comparing prices today with those at the start of the year, the AP found that the average marketbasket bill at the checklist stores dropped 0.3 percent in the first three quarters of the year. During the same period of 1980, the bill rose 10.4 percent.

- Marketbasket bills have declined in five months so far this year and have increased in fear.

- Comparing prices today with those at the start of the year, the AP found that the average marketbasket bill at the checklist stores dropped 0.3 percent in the first three quarters of the year. During the same period of 1980, the bill rose 10.4 percent.

- Marketbasket bills have declined in five months so far this year and have increased in fear.
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Keeping with Illinois Art Week October 3-11

Migrant from Page 5

Bernstein emphasizes that funds are not spent on all the programs that are in the arts services. He adds that the council plans to reduce the amount spent on each family or individual, and to make more referrals to other agencies. Here's what has happened and what may happen to the council:

- The Community Service Administration, with a proposed $2,215,000 for 1981, went out of existence Sept. 30. However, $1,015,000 in CSA carry-over funds will be spent by the council in 1981.

- CETA Title 303 grants, worth about $250,000 in the council, is almost guaranteed.

- CETA Title 30 grants, for $3.5 million, going solely to the youth training program, runs out June 30, 1982. This program's merit is to take youth from 14 to 21 years of age and provide work experience. Although the grant was increased by $50,000 in 1981, Salazar takes a wait-and-see attitude about its future.

With these three funding sources, the council has even more than 2/3rds of the council's budget.

Minority from Page 3

Keeping with Illinois Art Week October 3-11

Bernstein says the funding of programs for migrants -- he calls them the poorest of the working poor -- should be thought of as subsidies to the community.

He says the migrants would be able to work for low pay without outside and that doing so, he says, keeps food prices low.

"It's hard to get local people who want to work," says a local Job Service economist, David Koch. "They can go on public aid. There is something to keep them from getting so desperate that they would take any job. That's not the case with the migrant workers.

Fine Arts Committee

"Harvest of the Arts" Arts & Crafts Sale and Exhibition Saturday, October 3 at Faner Arcade 10:00am-6:00pm

Sponsored by SPC Fine Arts Communication & Student Center Craft Shop

World Parts Imports

at Your Big A Parts Store

"Student Discounts"

317 L Main
457-8116
WALLACE, INC.

5219 Before September 30

Ski Colorado January 3-10

7 Night Lodging Meadow Ridge Resort Condominium

6 Days of lift tickets at Winter Park & Mary Jane

790 Acres

52 trails (Beginners-Experts)

Acclaimed ski school-latest techniques

2 parties held in Your Home Westlake, party

One On The Slopes $75 holds your spot

To sign up for special promotions and discounts, call 205-3296.

Sponsored by SPC Travel & Recreation Committee.
The response also recognizes a better recognition of the quality of the student's work and a new priority in granting rewards. Also included in the response is that different rules for reward may have to be implemented for certain units of the University. The response says the task force recognizes that the rules and missions of some SIU-C units sometimes vary, but the report is not clear about what would be the result of this recognition. The response also includes recommendations on two subjects: the task force report did not deal with administrative athletics director, reporting did not deal with recommendations on two variables.

GRAD from Page 1

athletics director, David Lee, of the basketball team, Roger VonEouanne of the swimming team, and Cindy Davis, of the field hockey and track teams. The report is also president of the Students Athletes Advisory Board, said that athletes, as often as possible, will help develop their talents. The report is also president of the Students Athletes Advisory Board, said that athletes, as often as possible, will help develop their talents.

If we want a good program, we need money and good coaching. Many don't get it right, the recognition will go down. We have to do our part, to make sure that we are treated fairly, that we are recognized, that we are appreciated. If we want a good program, we need money and good coaching. Many don't get it right, the recognition will go down. We have to do our part, to make sure that we are treated fairly, that we are recognized, that we are appreciated.
By Mike Anthony
Staff Writer

"Any design program in the country worth its salt has a foreign studies program," that's the opinion of David S. Clarke, the new director of the Division of Comprehensive Planning and Design, who would like to see a foreign studies program for design students at SIU-C.

Clarke, who assumed his duties last fall, is proposing a foreign studies program for design students at SIU-C.

"I think some sort of foreign studies program is essential for design students because it opens job markets that weren't open before," Clarke said. "I would like to broaden the job market for our graduates from the midwest to the entire world."

Students who spend a semester at the French school could "compete head-on with graduates from prestigious Eastern schools," Clarke said. He wants to start the program to give enough students time to fulfill the prerequisites of two years of study in the French language.

Clarke said he wants SIU-C design students to take classes in French so they can learn about the French approach to design, which is different than ours. That's where they would become world-class students, instead of just SIU students.

The French design school is perfect for an exchange program, Clarke said. The French students would take English classes at SIU-C, and in that section of France most of the kids' second language is English," be said. The French students would study French for seven years and a third language for a minimum of three years, Clarke said.

While doing consulting work for the French Minister of Culture in 1917, Clarke said be became good friends with the Director of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Pierre Noel Drain.

Dart Tournament
Monday Oct. 5 7:00p.m.
In the Student Center Recreation Area
$2.00 entry fee
301 Double-in
Double-elimination
1st, 2nd, 3rd place
Trophies

Sponsored by Student Center Recreation

The American Tap proudly presents

The Happy Hour That
Devoured Carbondale

APPEARING DAILY
11:30-8

Special of the month
Jelly Beans 65¢

Maine 35¢

Drafts

$1.75 Pitchers

75¢ Speedralls

65¢ Jack Daniels

65¢ Seagram's 7
Design from page 10 program, Clarke said, because "Pierre's school has about the same programs as we do and their programs match ours so well.

"One thing that is traditional and that critic about design programs is that unlike literature, you don't have to go to England to read Shakespeare—it's eminently portable. But you have to experience design firsthand," he said.

The school is located in the "dead center of France" near Paris, which has its "most lavish interiors ever created" and some of the greatest textile museums in the world.

Clarke said he'd like to open the program so that students would attend school in the spring and then travel during the summer.

"We'd spend the whole semester figuring out their itinerary . . . that has the most fashion programs in the world. But you have to do that in France, they'll be absolutely fluent in French because they'll be forced to use it every day," he said.

Clarke said he has always had a strong relationship to universities and the academic world of design," and added that he was connected with the Association of Colleges Schools of Architecture in Washington, D.C., for 10 years. He was executive director of the AAS for eight years, which brought him two awards for excellence from the National Endowment for the Arts. Clarke holds bachelor's degrees in science and architecture and master's degrees in managerial economics and urban design.

Clarke has also taught as an adjunct professor at Catholic University in Washington and Rome, and has worked in private practice as an architect in New York City, Amsterdam, Boston and Vancouver, British Columbia.

Student Environmental Center hopes to turn trash into cash

By David Murphy

Staff Writer

The Student Environmental Center plans to turn trash into cash on Carbondale Clean-Up Day Oct. 10. Students can do it too, by collecting aluminum, glass and paper for recycling.

Workers for the SEC will sort through trash turned in by volunteers, according to Joe Proffitt, SEC director. They will look for a aluminum cans, newspaper and some kinds of bottles to take to Aluminum Beverage Can (ABC) Recycling Co. on West Kenmont Street.

"We're arranged with ABC to use their magnets and separating tables to sort out the aluminum cans and we will give us 22 cents per pound for them," Proffitt said. "They're also giving to us 25 cents for every 12 bottles made by Olympia that we get in."

Hamm's, Buckhorn and Olympia beer bottles are all produced by the Olympia Brewing Co., according to Proffitt.

ABC will pay 35 cents for each hundred pounds of newspaper submitted for recycling, Proffitt said. The company will also accept trash from individual students.

"We're suggesting that when groups of students go out to collect trash, they have one person pick up only newspapers, one person pick up only cans, and so on," Proffitt said.

The SEC plans to use the receipts to distribute information on the low-level nuclear waste dump proposed for Southern Illinois, Proffitt said.

Workers will also hand out lists of Carbondale recycling locations to students at Clean-Up Day activities.

"We're publishing lists of places in the city where you can recycle, newspaper, glass, bottles, even oil from your car," Proffitt said.

Let me design something beautiful for you with your gold.

Individually styled Wedding Rings by Allan Stuck 529-2341 213 S. Illinois

I still pay the highest prices for scrap gold.

PARENTS DAY'81

"A DAY AT THE UNIVERSITY"

A Special Game-Kickoff Party

DESSERT CABARET saturday, october 3

STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM D

8:30 pm

CAHRIE DELIGHTS

(please select two of the following)

Apple Dumpling

Black Butter Pudding

Black Forest Cake

Fruit Tart (Cherry, Peach, or Blueberry)

BEVERAGES

Coffee and Tea

Sit Back, Relax, and Enjoy!

Coordinated by SEC Special Events Committee and Student Center,

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

Belly Dancers

Tonight at the Oasis

There will be two shows during the course of the evening.

Featuring a $ price drink special.

Come early and enjoy an excellent dinner at the Oasis Dining Room.

Remember, C' Dale Clean Up Day, 10-10-81

Beer

Lancer's (Portugal)

All 750 ml

3.76

Cella (Italy)

All 750 ml

2.45

Prestmit at 750 ml (Romania)

12pk bits

1.95

Keller Guthard (Germany)

750 ml

1.95

Grande Marque (France)

750 ml

3.90

Macarath Unischatmitth (Germany)

750 ml

2.33

Gancia Asti Spumanti (Italy)

750 ml

7.76

Johntine Walker Black Scotch 750 ml

11.22

Wine Tasting Robert Mondavi Saturday 1 to 6 pm

PINC PENNY LIQUORS

606 E. Grand Lewis Park 529-3348

650 ml

4.45

Gilbey's Gin

750 ml

4.40

Smirnoff Vodka

80° Proof

4.63

Canadian Lord Calvert

750 ml

9.99

Calvert Extra Soft

Whiskey 750 ml

5.05

Ian Hunter has been around a long time. Many say he is probably older than the '70s claims to be. He is one of the founding members of one of all-time favorite bands, Mott The Hoople, he has come and been through a lot of changes in music, from the glam rock period of the early Mott albums, through the glittery association with David Bowie and then some serious rock and roll on his own ("Cleveland Rocks"). Now he has recognized one of the latest aberrations in rock, synthesized New Wave, and incorporated some of its noises into his latest, self-titled album, "Short Back 'N Sides." For the cover, he even got his famous curly locks combed into the style of the album's title, a hairstyle that is making a comeback. Don't worry, his compensation surfaces are still there.

This album is not bad. And when Hunter is doing songs like he used to do and not trying to keep up with the latest fads in rock, this offering shines.

"Say You Love Me" is a case in point. Hunter's rather rusty vocals always sounded good with some sort of rock band playing. Gary Wincze provides that here, and that upbeat number—the best song on the album—is helped along with some fine mixing by that master of the masterboard, Todd Rundgren.

Hunter does get a lot of talented help on this disc. Ex-Bowie guitarist Mick Ronson is again working with Hunter and, depending on the song, he plays some mean locks or tasteful space packing on his sax. Topper Headon and Mick Jones of the Clash are here, along with John "Duster" Kidd on his old guitar for the spacey riffs of "Old Records," for they sound a little like the ones in "Ziggy Stardust," off David Bowie's greatest album. "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust." All the songs mentioned so far were off Side One. Side Two has a few good offerings too, like "Gun Control." This is a satiric tune about how gun freaks stick to their guns because "The president is on our side, so stick to your guns here, and we'll make a lot of money"—all done in a soft, mellow fashion with some fine backing vocals.

But "Keep on Burnin'" closes out the album in fine style. Starting out as a soft, gospel-like ballad, "Keep" gets rocking at the end and leaves the listener with a good example of how to handle changes of pace within a song. Hunter did some masterful work here, especially on the lyrics. But some bad songs, most of which I was too polite to mention, mar an otherwise fine effort at second wind. (Album courtesy of Plaza Records)

Short Back 'N Sides, Ian Hunter, Chrysalis Records, Reviewer's Rating 2 stars (4 stars tops).

Hunter's girlfriend Ellen Foley. The rest of the personnel are competent and are not the falling down point of this album. Some of the songs are. Excuse the fan's language, but label "Lazz Rocks Rock 'N Roll"—please. This trash is nothing but synthesized noise. It reminded me of another garbage song, this one by the Flying Lizards, called "Money." Remember that? It was the song that sounded like garage cans were used as the rhythm section.

"Central Park West" is a song getting airplay, and it deserves it. A strong, upbeat tune, it sounds like something off the album "The Hoople" one of Hunter's last with Mott The Hoople.

Hunter writes all the music here except "Noises," for which he shares the credit with bassist Tom Murray. The song is a paranoid tune about some sounds out to get the vocalist, but some fine keyboard work and a neat guitar line from the heap.

And Mick Ronson must have worked on the bass line, which is a little like a Michael Winter line. It is called "Shadows." Ronson did some masterful work here, especially on the lyrics. But some bad songs, most of which I was too polite to mention, mar an otherwise fine effort at second wind.
**Sun to cause 'snow' on HBO**

Movie buffs watching their favorite Home Box Office selection during the weekend will be interrupted by ads for the new HBO satellite signal. Program schedules will be blocked when it passes behind the sun.

**Designer Jeans Sale**

20-40% off reg. price

Calvin Klein • Lee • Oscar’s • Gloria’s • and more! (plus cords, sweaters, & plazers)

Saturday, Oct. 3 10am-7pm

Holiday Inn - C’Dale

THE Ship Came in!

IKE is dealing on "3" new loads of '81 Honda’s just Recieved.

All Honda’s must be sold At '81' prices before '82's can arrive.

you'll like!

BeeFmaster’s

**Champagne Brunch**

every Sunday

Fresh fruit — salads banana bread
tofu toast eggs benedict
chicken à la king — quiche
carrot cookies pineapple
chicken livers

caviar

SunBrunch the right way

10:30a.m.-2:00p.m.

Route 13

Carterville

985-4859
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France outlaws death penalty, guillotine

PARIS (AP) - The guillotine, the razor-edged blade that separated thousands of French men and women from their heads in nearly 300 years, is being officially retired as the national execution device.

The bill, which earlier passed the National Assembly, fulfilled one of the campaign pledges of Socialist President Francois Mitterrand, who promised to abolish the death penalty.

Air industry is 'unbowed'

CHICAGO (AP) - The president of Trans World Airlines said Thursday the airlines unions is "bloody but unbowed" despite recent industry-wide upheavals.

The most important change in the industry has been its deregulation. C. E. Meyer Jr., president and chief executive officer of TWA, said at a convention of travel personnel.

The immediate effect of the current strike by the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization "has been to accelerate the inevitable grounding of the industry's least efficient aircraft, the shedding of excess capacity in many of the most heavily served markets, and the layoff of thousands of personnel made redundant.

Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Fish 53 Texas shrine
2 Gas 54 Bright
3 Aquarium 55 - of the
4 Words 56 Greek letters
14 Small bead 58 Gallery
15 Russian bear 57 "The Drop"
16 Santa — 58 Greek letters
17 Lily — 59 Full
18 Long-awaited 60 Beneficial
20 Enjoyment — 61 Depressed
22 Out finished 62 DOWN
23 Make a home — 63 DOWN
24 Call - — 64 DOWN
25 Jockey gear
26 Fight
27 Fish basket
28 Capes
31 "Swing sign
33 Skin
45 Rich sources
47 TV ads
48 Should one
49 Orders
50 Great
51 Pronoun
52 Sessions
53 Curves
56 Jennifer
57 Newspaper
58 Stump
59 Troop
60 Pot
61 Hôtel
62's

DOWN
1 Problem
2 Punishment
3 Fewer
4 Ordered
5 Deceit
6 Turn inside
7 Hair growth
8 TV ads
9 Precept
10 Joined
11 — food
12 Stimulates
13 Recent
14 Annoys
15 Agil
16 — of
17 — ad
18 Grave
19 Grease
20 Violated
21 Incidents to try
22 Bawd
23 — of
24 Great
25 — or
26 Green
27 — of
28 Red
29 — of
30 Removed
31 — of
32 Scorch
33 — of
34 — of
35 — of
36 — of
37 Followed
38 Aide Alter.
39 — of
40 — of
41 — of
42 — of
43 — of
44 — of
45 — of
46 — of
47 — of
48 — of
49 — of
50 — of
51 — of
52 — of
53 — of
54 — of
55 — of
56 — of
57 — of
58 — of
59 — of
60 — of

Thursday's Puzzle Solved

ACROSS
1 Fish 53 Texas shrine
2 Gas 54 Bright
3 Aquarium 55 - of the
4 Words 56 Greek letters
14 Small bead 58 Gallery
15 Russian bear 57 "The Drop"
16 Santa — 58 Greek letters
17 Lily — 59 Full
18 Long-awaited 60 Beneficial
20 Enjoyment — 61 Depressed
22 Out finished 62 DOWN
23 Make a home — 63 DOWN
24 Call - — 64 DOWN
25 Jockey gear
26 Fight
27 Fish basket
28 Capes
31 "Swing sign
33 Skin
45 Rich sources
47 TV ads
48 Should one
49 Orders
50 Great
51 Pronoun
52 Sessions
53 Curves
56 Jennifer
57 Newspaper
58 Stump
59 Troop
60 Pot
61 Hôtel
62's

DOWN
1 Problem
2 Punishment
3 Fewer
4 Ordered
5 Deceit
6 Turn inside
7 Hair growth
8 TV ads
9 Precept
10 Joined
11 — food
12 Stimulates
13 Recent
14 Annoys
15 Agil
16 — of
17 — ad
18 Grave
19 Grease
20 Violated
21 Incidents to try
22 Bawd
23 — of
24 Great
25 — of
26 Green
27 — of
28 Red
29 — of
30 Removed
31 — of
32 Scorch
33 — of
34 — of
35 — of
36 — of
37 Followed
38 Aide Alter.
39 — of
40 — of
41 — of
42 — of
43 — of
44 — of
45 — of
46 — of
47 — of
48 — of
49 — of
50 — of
51 — of
52 — of
53 — of
54 — of
55 — of
56 — of
57 — of
58 — of
59 — of
60 — of
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CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN TAX FREE ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE

MAKES MONEY TAX FREE

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN TAX FREE ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE

ENJOY THE HOLIDAYS WITHOUT THE WORRY OF PAYING TAXES ON YOUR SAVINGS.

Finaly, you can make big money without paying big taxes.

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN CERTIFICTE.

100% Cotton

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN TAX FREE ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE

Friday Happy Hour 3-8

NO COVER

Riff Raff

This Weekend ONLY

This Will Be The Last 1981 Appearance of:

Arrow Memphis
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CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN TAX FREE ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE

ENJOY THE HOLIDAYS WITHOUT THE WORRY OF PAYING TAXES ON YOUR SAVINGS.

Finaly, you can make big money without paying big taxes.

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN CERTIFICTE.

100% Cotton

CARBONDALE SAVINGS AND LOAN TAX FREE ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE

Friday Happy Hour 3-8

NO COVER

Riff Raff

This Weekend ONLY

This Will Be The Last 1981 Appearance of:

Arrow Memphis

ENJOY THE HOLIDAYS WITHOUT THE WORRY OF PAYING TAXES ON YOUR SAVINGS.
student praises parents’ care in essay

Pete Petrow

Writer

Many parents will attend Day 81 Saturday, why? Students will then have an opportunity to express their appreciation of their parents. "Parents’ Day," according to Bruce Nangle, SIUC’s Student Council president and SPU’s drumming coordinator, "is not only a way to show appreciation to our parents, it is also a chance to bring back old friends and update them on what the student is doing."

The students of the Student Council have planned a series of activities to be enjoyed by the students and the parents. The activities will include live music, a buffet lunch, and a dance.

The activities will begin with the live music provided by the SIUC Marching Band. This will be followed by a buffet lunch and a dance to the music of the SPU’s Dance Band. The activities will conclude with the presentation of awards to the students who have performed the best in their studies.

The Student Council is proud to have planned such a wonderful day for the students and the parents. We hope that everyone will enjoy the day and that it will be a memorable one for all.

Sincerely,

The Student Council
Bring your Parents to Papa's Breakfast Special
2 eggs, hash browns, 3 sausage links, toast or Biscuits $1.99
Biscuits & Sausage Gravy $1.19
7-11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
National Family Sex Education Week

HOW TO GET ALONG WITH THE OPPOSITE SEX WITH OUT REALLY TRYING. MON. Oct. 15 3-5p.m. Mississippi Room

Sex on the Rocks... Tuesday, Oct. 6, 3-4pm, Mississippi Room

Between your novel and your knees... Wed. Oct. 7, 7-8pm Mississippi Room

Day, Sunday, November 5th... Room Oct. 8, 11a.m.-1p.m.

National Family Sex Education Week

All Programs at the Student Center

Celebrate Sweetest Day!
The Carbondale Jaycee's are proud to announce that the Annual Jaycee's Sweetest Day is Saturday, October 17

On that day, the Carbondale Jaycee's will deliver a package of 12 freshly cut roses to your home for only $15.00. All proceeds for the sale will be donated to the Illinois Jaycee's Children's Camp.

To have your Sweetest Day Roses delivered call 529-1452 NOW! The supply is limited.
HEAVY DUTY SAVINGS ON NAPA DELUXE HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS

It's shocking! The savings your NAPA outlets are offering on their Deluxe Heavy Duty Shocks have never been so low. But hurry. The sale only runs from Monday, November 21, so stop by your nearby NAPA outlet to get in on these savings.

SEE THE DEALER DISPLAYING THE SIGN

--- ADDRESSING THE FOLLOWING DEALERS ---

CARRIBONALE

KIM'S STANDARD 457-8306
JIM PEARL, INC. 457-2291
SMITHSHAW INC. 457-8155
WESTOWN SHELL 457-2716
COCHRANE STANDARD 457-9822
CAMPUS SHELL 457-8433

CARTERVILLE

KRACK'S 457-9168
HAMILTON'S 457-3820
THOMPSON TEXACO 457-9822

OUR CURRENT OFFER

From 7 to 9 p.m. Monday at the Recreation Center Base Camp area. The workshop is designed to help people buy camping equipment at an economical price. Participants must be eligible Recreation Center users or pay a $2 daily guest fee. Additional information can be obtained by calling 336-3286.

The Southern Illinois Friends Meeting will sponsor a silent vigil from 3 to 4 p.m. Saturday. The group will also meet at 10:30 a.m. Sunday in the home of Carolyn Zimmerman, 214 Glenview. A potluck lunch will follow the meeting. Persons interested in attending can call 262-6202 or 253-2771 for information.

The Carbondale Public Library will have its annual book sale from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at the garage next to the library. Book prices will range from 10 to 25 cents.

The Visual Communications Program will sponsor a car wash from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday at the Shell gas station on the corner of Grand and Wall streets.

The Delta Chi Pledge Class will sponsor a Greek-Italian Nite spaghetti dinner from 6 to 9 p.m. Saturday at 10th Small Group Housing. The cost will be $5.50 per person and parents are welcome. Information is available at 336-3065.

The Newman Center will host a volunteer potluck from 6 to 8 p.m. Sunday in the snack bar at the Center, 715 S. Washington. All "Hearts to Hearts" volunteers, people interested in volunteering and families are invited to bring a dish and to learn about Newman's volunteer programs.

University Christian Ministries will not hold its usual Sunday afternoon service in the Student Center this week. An interchurch World Communion service will be held in Skyhawk Auditorium at 7:30 a.m. Sunday.

WE'RE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY.


**BETCHA DIDN'T KNOW!**

1-904. Ceo. Burn, second, Pomeroy, 6 Floors.

YOU'LL LIKE

"Follow-up" to your original query:

Call 549-4031

All Forms of Typing & Printing

219 W. Main Carbondale

PREGNANT

Prenatal call for BIRTHRIGHT

Free pregnancy testing & confidential assistance.

Mom., Wed., & Fri. 6-9pm

Save Money, INSULAS new

col decorate your home with

Construction. Also, remodeling of

home. New project started work, reasonable rates. Tom 607

549-2911

A New Service Expected For

Carbondale, Call或其他 Southern Illinois University

---

Printing Plant

Photocopying

Offset Copying

Thesis Copies

Business Cards

Stationary

Spiral Bindings

Wedding Invitations

606 S. Illinois - Carbondale

547-7722

---

NEED COMPUTER HELP FOR

Consulting, tutoring and

FTP, EMAIL, COROL, ARSENAL

NEED A COMPUTER HELP FOR

Consulting, tutoring and

FTP, EMAIL, COROL, ARSENAL

---

WANTED

Mobile Homes

Immediate

549-3089

---

WANTED

Air Conditioners

for rent or sell. Also large utility trailer, tent, storage building.

FEMALE ROOMMATE

GARDEN Park Apt. Only $12.50 per

month.

SMARTER WOMAN TO

Be a conversationist. Call in person.

WANTED - PERSON WHO

Speaks Spanish to meet or twice a week to assist (in conversational Spanish) Call (evenings).

---

NEED A PAPER TYPED DIM

Selective, fast and accurate.

Reasonable rates. 509-242-2265

---

AIR CONDITIONER

REPAIR SERVICE Immediate availability.

Mond, Wed, & Fri. 607-7128

---

BOOTO MAGIC CHIMNEY Sweep, Southern Illinois owned, Woodburn

---

FREE SILVER CROSSBONE with letters "BASP" printed upon decorative window. Call 549-3372.

---

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MARKET LITERATURE from Spectra-Link League Spectra-Link League Room.

---

FASHER MARKET CAR

in Carbondale 6-30 P.M. South on Ash Ave. or 700 S. Oakland. Cash only. Featuring seasonal house goods, clothing and collectibles. No returns or exchanges. Convenience in browsing reservations required.

---

ROYALTON COMMUNITY PEACE MARKET

OLD GRAND SCHOOL

MARION, ILL.

October 3, 4-7 P.M.

For information call:

Marion 711, 3172 3131

---

*SMILE TODAY*

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY M.D.***

"Keep Up The Spirit"

**BEETH**

Happy 21st

Your Roommates

---

*SMILE TODAY*

*HAPPY BIRTHDAY F.I.F.*

"Your Little Butterball"

**SUCH A DEAL!**

Learn How To Buy Out Your Co-op Economically

**BUDGET EQUIPMENT**

**BUYING WORKSHOP**

Monday October 9th

7-9 pm

Student Recreation Center

Base Camp/LES Area

---

FOOTBALL FEVER

Will be shown Fri., Oct. 2nd

At Brown Auditorium

6-7-8-9 pm

---

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY**

M.D.

"Keep Up The Spirit"

---

*SMILE TODAY*

The text contains various classified advertisements and announcements. It includes information about employment opportunities, housing deals, and community events. The text is a mix of personal notices and business-related information, typical of a community bulletin board or classified section of a newspaper.
Filipino soldiers kill 30 guerrillas

MANILA, Philippines (AP) - Government troops, avenging the death of four soldiers in an ambush, killed 30 communist guerrillas in a two-hour shootout on the main Philippine island of Luzon, the Defense Ministry said yesterday.

Military authorities said it was one of the largest losses ever suffered by a communist New People's Army in its guerrilla war in the Philippines.
Americans behind Reagan, poll says

NEW YORK (AP) - Despite growing pessimism toward the economy, the latest Associated Press-NBC News poll says Americans support President Reagan's proposal for $13 billion in additional budget cuts.

The poll, a scientific random sampling of 1,601 adults conducted by telephone Monday and Tuesday, said a majority of those who have heard or read of the president's latest proposed budget cuts approve of them.

Yet a majority also believes that their family finances will not improve in the next year and that the federal budget still will not be balanced by 1984.

Reagan's overall job performance rating dipped to 53 percent good or excellent, down 10 percent from the AP-NBC News poll in August and the lowest during his presidency.

The latest poll said 27 percent believe Reagan is doing an only fair job overall, while 16 percent said poor and 4 percent were not sure.

Reagan's job rating for handling the economy dipped to 46 percent approval.

Cut Rate Comedy to be videotaped

Cut Rate Comedy, a local comedy troupe, will be videotaped at Just Desserts at 8 p.m. Friday by students from SPC Video, according to Cut Rate Comedy member and Carbondale resident John Zakhar.

Cut Rate Comedy features Todd Alcott, the writer for the troupe, Tom Kagy, Michael Meadows, Tom Thompson and Linda Falk, classical guitarist Mark Ley, poets Joyce Jones and Tom Brierton, and comic Ann-Marie. Admission is $2.

Exhibit to feature airbrush artwork

An airbrush illustration exhibit will be featured in Art Alley on the second floor of the Student Center during October.

The exhibit will feature works done by second-year commercial graphics design students. "Airbrush Illustration" is taught by Assistant Professor George S. Hoeveler.

An opening reception will be held 7 to 9 p.m. Friday.
Chicago honors victorious Sting with parade, rally

CHICAGO (AP) — For the first time in almost two decades, Chicagoans celebrated a professional sports team's national championship with a parade and rally. And they did it Thursday in a big way — with a rally, parade and medals for the Chicago Sting, the new North American Soccer League champion.

Mayor Jane M. Byrne led the celebration, with a Loop parade and marching bands, and capped with a rally at the Daley Plaza. Thousands of people lined the streets as the Sting players paraded by in antique convertibles.

"One thing we haven't had in a very, very long time is a national champion, but we've got one and it's the Sting," she told the cheering crowd. Medals of honor were then presented to Sting players, who downed the New York Cosmos 2-0 in the Soccer Bowl on Saturday to bring Chicago its first professional sports championship in 18 years. In 1963, the Chicago Bears won the National Football League title.

IM meeting set

An intramural floor hockey championship meeting will be held at 7 p.m. Sunday in Room 115 at the Rec Center to determine playoff pairings. The floor hockey season ends Saturday, and teams with an unbeaten record or record better are eligible for tournament play, which begins Monday.

Golfers seek consistency at Purdue

By Bob Morand
Staff Writer

The women's golf team travels to the Lady Baller tournament at Purdue this weekend in search of a consistent team effort and faces the stiffest competition thus far in the season, according to Coach Mary Beth McGirr.

After a disappointing third place finish in last week's state championship at Weed Lake, McGirr says this is the team's weekend to rebound and turn in some competitive scores. Not that the Salukis haven't been playing competitively, but according to McGirr, mistakes and penalty strokes have plagued team play.

Penalty strokes, she added, have been the difference in SIU-C's third place finish last week. Illinois State won the tournament, seven strokes ahead of the Salukis. But, as far as McGirr is concerned, last week was just a warm-up for the tournament.

"It doesn't matter what we did last week," McGirr said. "What we have to do this week is more important. We have to rebound and play a solid 36 holes in the Purdue tournament."

Ohio State, Michigan State and Marshall University of West Virginia will be the teams to beat in the 18-team tournament, McGirr said. Ohio State won the Lady Baller tournament last year and also was last year's Midwest regional winner.

McGirr said there will be a lot more pressure to produce as a team this weekend because only four of the five individual scores will account for the team's total. In the last three tournaments, she said, the four best scores from six players comprised the team total.

"We have to do a little more from one player than another because we don't have one player who is more consistent than the rest," McGirr said.

"We have to rely on the team as a whole," she added, "because we haven't been playing consistent good golf."

But consistent team play as a whole will be the make-or-break factor in deciding the Salukis fate this Friday and Saturday, McGirr said. Although none of the players have ever played on Purdue's north course, with the caliber of play by such teams as Ohio State, Michigan State and Marshall, SIU-C will have to shoot mistake-free golf.

GOLF from Page 24

Eastern Illinois, Western Illinois, and SIU-Edwardsville will be trying to outshoot the Salukis. SIU-C finished fifth last year, eight strokes behind Edwardsville, the tournament champion.

After a poor putting performance at Mississippi, the team opened Thursday at Orchard Golf Club working on its short game said Reburn.

Bentgrass greens are common on golf courses north of Carbondale, but the south have Bermuda grass greens, according to Reburn. "Bermuda is a bucket, more grainy type of grass. If the grass is against your putt, the ball will almost always bounce when you hit it. Bentgrass is easier to putt on since it has no grain at all. The only thing that can affect a putt are the green's contours," she added.

Our putting surfaces at Mississippi can be blamed on the Bermuda grass greens," Reburn said.

Junior Robbie Hammond, sophomore Tom Jones, and freshmen Mark Young and Randy Harris will be making the trip north. Reburn said she hasn't decided who will be the fifth golfer.

"Our main objective is to play a solid 18 holes of team golf each round, and cut down on our mistakes and penalty strokes," she said. "Our putting and overall course management must improve, too." If the weather is nice, I hope to see scores in the middle to low 80s.

The Episcopal Church of St. Andrew
Carbondale, Illinois

W. Mill Street Across from Pullman Hall
The Rev. David DeVore, Rector

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

Weekday Services
Wednesday 5:15 pm
Saturday 5:15 pm
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8 AM & 10 AM

of the "Finest"

Eating Places in Southern Illinois

But don't just take our word, ask any Food Connoisseur!
Field hockey team gets no relief

Michelle Schwetz
Sports Editor

After a tiresome seven-match stretch, there is still no relief for the Saluki field hockey team. SIU-C will play at Louisville Friday and at Eastern Kentucky in Richmond, Ky., Saturday.

Coach Julie Illner said she thought the seven-game trip helped the Salukis. "I think we needed it," Illner said. "It was good for them to play, play and play rather than have a week in between matches. If we have a problem in a game, we could try a new system in the next game."

Illner said she doesn't know much about the weekend's opponents, but she said neither will be as tough as Indiana State, which beat the Salukis 2-0 last Thursday. The only meeting between the Salukis and the two Louisville Cardinals was in 1977 and that match ended in a scoreless tie. SIU-C holds a 2-1 edge over Eastern Kentucky's Colonels since 1974.

The Salukis' offense has sparked this season. SIU-C outshot every team it played last weekend. Illner switched junior Cindy Davis from left wing to right inner and it paid off in goals. Davis scored nine goals in seven matches, making her the team's leading goal scorer with 12.

"Cindy was scoring well at left wing and one of my assistant coaches suggested moving her to right inner," Illner said. "She'll score a lot more from there. We have a strong, fast forward line."

Illner implemented a new system to strengthen the defense and she also uses another system utilizing two fullbacks.

"Having two fullbacks is more of a defensive system," Illner said. "We'll use that as a backup system coming down to the end of the game to bolster the defense."

The schedule doesn't get any easier for the Salukis, who still have to play Southwest Missouri, St. Louis University and Western Illinois. Illner thinks the Salukis are up to the challenge.

"I said before the season started that this team has really super potential and they really do," Illner said.

Rugby Club to play at Illinois

The SIU-C Rugby Club will travel to Champaign this weekend to compete for the winner's bracket of the Illinois Rugby Union tournament. Their first match will be against Western Illinois and the winner of this match will play Champaign vs. Peoria in the second match.

In the first part of the tournament held last weekend, SIU-C defeated Illinois State 13-4 at Normal.

Illner said, "We had some lapses against Ohio University over the weekend and at this level you can't afford to do that. The lapses have been mental errors due to the inexperience of the young defense."

Illner said, in the loss to the ISU, the Lady Dymo scored off of a penalty corner that Saluki defenders failed to react to. "Indiana had a penalty corner which rebounded off the leg," Illner said. "There was no whistle and I guess they expected one, but the kids just stopped. There was no one watching five yards of the kid who scored. That's a kind of reaction thing that they will only learn about through playing games."

The Saluki offense has sparked this season. SIU-C outshot every team it played last weekend. Illner switched junior Cindy Davis from left wing to right inner and it paid off in goals. Davis scored nine goals in seven matches, making her the team's leading goal scorer with 12.

"Cindy was scoring well at left wing and one of my assistant coaches suggested moving her to right inner," Illner said. "She'll score a lot more from there. We have a strong, fast forward line."

Illner implemented a new system to strengthen the defense and she also uses another system utilizing two fullbacks.

"Having two fullbacks is more of a defensive system," Illner said. "We'll use that as a backup system coming down to the end of the game to bolster the defense."

The schedule doesn't get any easier for the Salukis, who still have to play Southwest Missouri, St. Louis University and Western Illinois. Illner thinks the Salukis are up to the challenge.

"I said before the season started that this team has really super potential and they really do," Illner said.
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Salukis ‘respect’ Illinois State, prepare for another air attack

By Rod Purlow
Staff Writer

The Saluki football team traveled to Illinois State last week and beat conference-favorite Western Illinois.

Dempsey said, "Dewey's behavior has improved, they got 190 yards against us. We've been working on the deep patterns hard. We'll need the linebackers to help the secondary.

One linebacker who won't be helping us is Steve Blyer, who hurt his ankle in Tulia. He's a good student; one of our team leaders.

Suffocation offensive guard Walsh injured his leg in the Tulia game and will be out at least two weeks. Blyer is expected to play a week from Saturday at West Texas State.

Fullback Derrick Taylor (knee), offensive guard Chester Cropp (knee) and defensive guard Eddie Blyer (knee) remain on the disabled list last weekend. Taylor went west as a last-minute replacement. Blyer and Blyer have been there since the Wisconsin game.

Walsh was filling in for Cropp, and sophomore Steve Tate. Hunter said, for Waterloo.

"Walsh hurt his leg right above the ankle. We hope it's just a two-week thing," Dempsey said. "To be honest, I'm concerned that we could be in trouble if the injury thing continues at this rate. We have a lot of players with bumps and bruises who have to be in there.

Despite the possibility of even more injuries, Dempsey said a breakthrough in the offensive line this week has been a scrimmage game and I wanted to see Marcie on the mound. To tell you the truth, I didn't realize either one of them would be back so quickly until after I went over the result at the end of the game.

Saluki 24, for the fall season, and has not given up an earned run in 14 innings of work. She struck out four and walked none.

"Snook was next to flawless in her complete-game one-hit shutout. UMSL's only hit had a nice spin on it by Saluki shortstop Sue Wagner. Opposing pitcher Mike Hinkel did well with the Riverwomen with a popping fastball and a brilliant changeup, struck out two and allowed one run.

The Salukis showed some hitting, as they pounded out 11 hits in the first game and eight in the second. They also showed an adept hand in the field, as none of the Riverwomen had an error.

Center fielder Kim Sattler batted two-out-for two-run home run, while right fielder Laura Enright batted the game-winning single. Kolnow and left fielder Kathy Clements all had triples.

The Salukis are 1-1 Salukis all around solid softball.

"We played well in all aspects of the game," Bresheirsaider. "I was especially pleased with our defense and how we made running the bases. We had some problems on the baselines in our first game, but seem to have taken care of.

Two no-hitters end with 7th-inning hits

By Jim Cagle
Staff Writer

SIU-C pitchers Gena Valli and Meredith Stengel each threw a complete-game no-hitter on a sweep of Thursday's doubleheader against the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

Too bad games are seven innings long.

Both Valli and Stengel saw the games go by in the seventh inning, as the Salukis won 6-0 and 5-0 on perfect softball at the Women's Athletic Complex.

Two hitting triplets in the seventh inning provided lift for relievers Mary Marable. Marable was rocked for the entire triple of the first out in the only UMSL run.

"I hated to pull Gena for that last inning, Coach Kay Hartman said. "But she is a scrimmage game and I wanted to see Marcie on the mound. To tell you the truth, I didn't realize either one of them would be back so quickly until after I went over the result at the end of the game.

Saluki 24, for the fall season, and has not given up an earned run in 14 innings of work. She struck out four and walked none.

"Snook was next to flawless in her complete-game one-hit shutout. UMSL's only hit had a nice spin on it by Saluki shortstop Sue Wagner. Opposing pitcher Mike Hinkel did well with the Riverwomen with a popping fastball and a brilliant changeup, struck out two and allowed one run.

The Salukis showed some hitting, as they pounded out 11 hits in the first game and eight in the second. They also showed an adept hand in the field, as none of the Riverwomen had an error.

Center fielder Kim Sattler batted two-out-for two-run home run, while right fielder Laura Enright batted the game-winning single. Kolnow and left fielder Kathy Clements all had triples.

The Salukis are 1-1 Salukis all around solid softball.

"We played well in all aspects of the game," Bresheirsaider. "I was especially pleased with our defense and how we made running the bases. We had some problems on the baselines in our first game, but seem to have taken care of.

Men harriers to compete for first time in 2 weeks

By Doug Applebaugh
Staff Writer

"It's been two weeks since the cross country team competition has competed, and Coach Lew Seidensticker said a break has been beneficial.

"We need to do that again and we need another good game from Poole. Besides his running, he really stepped up last weekend.

The turnovers and Poole's long explosive runs gave the Tulia game an unpredictable outcome.

"Every game they come out with different offensive sets, and we need to keep that like the fake reverse," he said. "They don't wait until they've got a down to pull these players, they mix them into their regular sets.

Stengle, who said. "Every game they come out with different offensive sets, and we need to keep that like the fake reverse," he said. "They don't wait until they've got a down to pull these players, they mix them into their regular sets.

Dempsey said, "Tulia hadn't had much luck against us, they got 190 yards against us. We've been working on the deep patterns hard. We'll need the linebackers to help the secondary.

One linebacker who won't be helping us is Steve Blyer, who hurt his ankle in Tulia. He's a good student; one of our team leaders.

Suffocation offensive guard Walsh injured his leg in the Tulia game and will be out at least two weeks. Blyer is expected to play a week from Saturday at West Texas State.

Fullback Derrick Taylor (knee), offensive guard Chester Cropp (knee) and defensive guard Eddie Blyer (knee) remain on the disabled list last weekend. Taylor went west as a last-minute replacement. Blyer and Blyer have been there since the Wisconsin game.

Walsh was filling in for Cropp, and sophomore Steve Tate. Hunter said, for Waterloo.

"Walsh hurt his leg right above the ankle. We hope it's just a two-week thing," Dempsey said. "To be honest, I'm concerned that we could be in trouble if the injury thing continues at this rate. We have a lot of players with bumps and bruises who have to be in there.

Despite the possibility of even more injuries, Dempsey said a breakthrough in the offensive line this week has been a scrimmage game and I wanted to see Marcie on the mound. To tell you the truth, I didn't realize either one of them would be back so quickly until after I went over the result at the end of the game.

Saluki 24, for the fall season, and has not given up an earned run in 14 innings of work. She struck out four and walked none.

"Snook was next to flawless in her complete-game one-hit shutout. UMSL's only hit had a nice spin on it by Saluki shortstop Sue Wagner. Opposing pitcher Mike Hinkel did well with the Riverwomen with a popping fastball and a brilliant changeup, struck out two and allowed one run.

The Salukis showed some hitting, as they pounded out 11 hits in the first game and eight in the second. They also showed an adept hand in the field, as none of the Riverwomen had an error.

Center fielder Kim Sattler batted two-out-for two-run home run, while right fielder Laura Enright batted the game-winning single. Kolnow and left fielder Kathy Clements all had triples.

The Salukis are 1-1 Salukis all around solid softball.

"We played well in all aspects of the game," Bresheirsaider. "I was especially pleased with our defense and how we made running the bases. We had some problems on the baselines in our first game, but seem to have taken care of.

"Snook was next to flawless in her complete-game one-hit shutout. UMSL's only hit had a nice spin on it by Saluki shortstop Sue Wagner. Opposing pitcher Mike Hinkel did well with the Riverwomen with a popping fastball and a brilliant changeup, struck out two and allowed one run.

The Salukis showed some hitting, as they pounded out 11 hits in the first game and eight in the second. They also showed an adept hand in the field, as none of the Riverwomen had an error.

Center fielder Kim Sattler batted two-out-for two-run home run, while right fielder Laura Enright batted the game-winning single. Kolnow and left fielder Kathy Clements all had triples.

The Salukis are 1-1 Salukis all around solid softball.

"We played well in all aspects of the game," Bresheirsaider. "I was especially pleased with our defense and how we made running the bases. We had some problems on the baselines in our first game, but seem to have taken care of.
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